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drudge. There were often times when the small master or the journey-
man taking job-work had no work to do and either hired out the
apprentice to someone else or allowed him to roam about the streets to
pick up a living as best he could.
The obligation to feed, clothe and house, in sickness or in health, for
seven years or more often proved an intolerable burden, and, apart
from designs on the fee, the master was sometimes tempted to take out-
rageous steps to get rid of an unwanted apprentice. Sometimes he
would contrive to get him taken by a press-gang;38 in the days when
the kidnapping of children for the plantations was general, he would
dispose of him to the master of a ship to be sold in the colonies. Several
cases of this kind were tried at the Middlesex Sessions,39 and for one
that was discovered where the boy had friends who could prosecute,
there must have been many which never came to light - the disappear-
ance of an apprentice was too common a thing to provoke suspicion.
Apprentices were traditionally idle. Adam Smith's condemnation of
apprenticeship is borne out in the details of many cases: * An apprentice
is likely to be idle, and almost always is so, because he has no immediate
interest to be otherwise.... The boys who are put out apprentices from
public charities are usually bound for more than the usual number of
years, and they generally turn out very idle and worthless. .. .* To
counteract the idleness of apprentices it was in many trades the custom
to task them to a certain amount of work, the apprentice being paid for
anything done over the * stint', but this was contrary to the strict
interpretation of the usual indentures and to an Act of Common Coun-
cil of the City of London. It must also have led in many cases to
seriously overtaxing the strength of the apprentice.40
The poorer, younger, and more friendless the child, the greater of
course were the dangers and miseries of apprenticeship. At the bottom
of the scale was the workhouse child, bound by die parish to be the
drudge or domestic slave of a poor family, or the little boy sold by his
parents to a chimney-sweep. In" the former case, though the indentures
might specify the teaching of some trade or 'the art of housewifery',
there was no pretence of teaching anything. The boy might be a pot-
boy at an alehouse or be employed at a livery stable, the girl the
domestic servant of a family living in one room, or employed by her
mistress to carry milk or hawk goods about the streets. The child from

